We consider the problem of detecting and removing line scratches from digital image sequences. In particular, we present an approach based on data fusion techniques for combining relatively well settled distinct techniques. Moreover, focusing on blue scratches, we describe a detection method and a removal method that strongly rely on the specific features of such scratches.
Blue scratches:
• due to spurious particles present in the transport mechanism of the development equipment (generally in modern movies); • inside the scratch area original information partially corrupted, appearing as intense blue colour (blue band: increased intensity values; green band: altered in an unpredictable way, usually with a slight increase or decrease of intensity values; red band: usually uncorrupted). BSD algorithm evaluated in terms of:
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• correct detection rate r c (rate of pixels of the scratch that are included in the computed scratch mask); • false alarm rate r F (rate of pixels not belonging to the scratch that are included in the computed scratch mask). r c values generally quite high; tend to decrease increasing w and decreasing h, in accordance with the increasing difficulty in detecting blue scratches as the width widens and as the height decreases. r F values always close to zero.
Statistical properties of original images are quite well restored. Moreover, results obtained with all the considered measures show lower accuracy increasing w and h, in accordance with the increasing reconstruction difficulty as the reconstruction area widens and as the scratch contrast grows.
LSR: Line Scratch Restoration algorithm LSR: Line Scratch Restoration algorithm
Basic idea of LSR algorithm: for each corrupted image I 1. apply a set of d existing scratch detection algorithms; 2. combine obtained scratch masks I B j , j=1, …, d, to produce the final scratch mask I B C ; 3. apply a set of r existing scratch removal algorithms using scratch mask I B C ; 4. combine obtained restored images I R j , j=1,…, r, to produce the final restored image I R C .
Data fusion techniques are adopted:
• input images, which provide alternative and complementary "views" and "features" of a given area, are "fused" into a single image.
• fusion techniques should ensure that all the important visual information found in input images is transferred into the fused output image, without the introduction of artifact distortion effects. Values obtained with LGEM are always better than those obtained with the two removal algorithms. Moreover, for each removal method, results obtained with all the considered measures show lower accuracy increasing w, in accordance with the increasing reconstruction difficulty as the reconstruction area widens.
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BSD: Blue Scratch Detection Algorithm
Basic idea: search, among all pixels belonging to vertical lines of image I, those having an intense blue color 1. Pre-processing of red band 2. Compute minimum, maximum and median displacement of green and blue bands from red band in an uncorrupted neighborhood of the scratch;
BSR: Blue Scratch Removal Algorithm
Based on the observation that in uncorrupted areas the displacements of blue band from red band are almost constant, while in the scratch area such displacements appear strongly varying. Same holds for green band
min X x min = Detection and removal modules:
• 3 detection algorithms (Kokaram, 1995; Kao, 2000; Joyeux et al., 2001) • 2 removal algorithms (Bornard et al., 2002; Maddalena, 2001) UA operator reaches best r c and worst r F achieved by all underlying detection algorithms; MCA operator reaches the best r c attainable (r c =1), but r F values worse than any other algorithm taken into account.
Two-step procedure:
1. Detection: search, among all vertical lines of I, those that are not natural lines of the scene. Produces a binary image I B (scratch mask); 2. Removal: reconstruction of corrupted information only in the defect area individuated by I B .
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